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DEAR
VOLUNTEER,
Thank you for your
inquiry.

In this letter you will find information regarding the Kuti Wildlife
Reserve, our volunteer program, and other useful facts about
travelling and staying in Malawi. Please read the contents of this
letter carefully. For more details visit our website or contact us using
the information listed below.
Kuti is one of Malawi’s principal ecotourism nonprofits, with all
proceeds returning to our reserve and the surrounding communities.
Kuti has already used volunteer donations and labor to achieve
many goals, but we need your help to continue and support our
ongoing projects. We hope you can join us and make a real
difference for people and wildlife.
Our volunteer program is essential to preserve Malawian biodiversity
and support the community around the reserve. Any hardworking
and service-oriented individual is well suited to join our team.
We look forward to welcoming you to Malawi, ‘The Warm Heart of
Africa’, as part of our volunteer program.

KIND REGARDS,
Kuti Volunteer Team

Tel. 0997 334 683
kutivolunteer@gmail.com
www.kuti-malawi.org

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS















Spend time observing native flora and fauna
Immerse yourself with local culture and wildlife
Play an active role in project implementation
Experience living in the African bush
Explore wilderness without vehicle or armed scout
Live in an eco-friendly way
Hone your wildlife photography skills
Witness the sunset on our waterfront deck
Meet others with your interests and principles
Learn about nature, tracking, and more
Hands-on conservation and education experience
See the night sky from a rural location
Visit Salima, Lilongwe, and other parts of the country
Your help here really does make a difference

HISTORY & MISSION
Map of Malawi

Kuti Wildlife Reserve has
been making progress since
our establishment in 2005.
We focus on protecting the
Earth and supporting the
people of Malawi. Our
ongoing goal is to protect
African biodiversity by
changing local perceptions
of wildlife. Our reserve is as
important for the local
communities as it is for the
environment. We raise
awareness about ecology
and support community
projects. By helping to
educate Malawians to
protect their heritage we
hope that areas of natural
beauty may be preserved
for future generations.

Malawi is known as ‘The Warm Heart
of Africa’, both for its stunning
beauty and friendly people. It’s also
one of the most densely populated
countries in Africa and one of the
poorest nations in the world. This
puts enormous pressures on its
natural resources. As a result,
deforestation, overfishing, misuse of
water, and illegal wildlife trade are
big issues in Malawi.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
We have played a significant role in the conservation of wildlife in
Malawi’s Salima district. Our reserve serves as a refuge for various
plants and animals that face human dangers outside of our gates.
Kuti Wildlife Reserve has successfully rehabilitated various organisms,
including animals rescued from the illegal pet trade.

Since obtaining a tourism license, we have opened our gates to
people from all over the world who would like to immerse themselves
in the unique environment of the African bush. We hope to cultivate
respect for the natural world within all of our visitors.
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Our impact on the community has been profound. Kuti has
established a local women’s center, distributed fuel efficient stoves
across the country, combatted deforestation, and involved schools
in environmental education efforts.
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Join us as a volunteer to be a part of our next success story!

THE RESERVE
2,000-Hectare
1hr. Lilongwe
30min  Senga Bay
Kuti is a unique reserve, because of its tranquility. No dangerous
creatures live here, so people are welcome to walk around on our
trails without an armed scout or vehicle. We even offer rental
bicycles to cover more area. It is a great way to see the bush.

WILDLIFE: Kuti is home to a variety of animals native to central
Africa. Although no dangerous predators live here, there are plenty
of large mammals, such as zebra, kudu, and giraffe. Primates living
on the reserve include yellow baboons and vervet monkeys. Serval
cats, bush babies, and other nocturnal creatures can also be
spotted during your stay. Kuti is home to endemic species of
butterflies and bats.

ECOSYSTEM: Kuti’s habitat is diverse, ranging from
brachystegia and miombo woodland through to grasslands,
wetlands, and marshes.

SUSTAINABILITY
Kuti makes an effort to live cohesively with the environment and
leave a minimal footprint. Here are a few examples:
 Our electricity is
100% solar powered.
 Solar energy pumps
water from boreholes.
 The wood we use is
collected from dead
trees on the reserve
and confiscated from
poachers.
 Mbaulas are used for
food preparation.
They limit the amount
of wood needed to
cook.
 Our vegetables
come from our
organic vegetable
garden.

CLIMATE
Kuti’s weather is heavily influenced by the changing seasons.
Salima is the warmest district in Malawi.
 April- August: This is a cool and dry period on the reserve. The
afternoon is warm and sunny, but the nights and mornings can
be chilly. The average temperate is 30C. Most grass is brown
and dry, making it easier to spot big animals.
 September- November: Temperatures and humidity gradually
increase.
 December- March: This is the wet season. When the rains
arrived the reserve is transformed into a lush landscape. The
behaviors of animals change and you will be able to spot big
mammals, such as zebra, right in front of the volunteer center.
Temperatures can be 50C during the hottest part of the day.
Zebras on lawn
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THE TEAM

We are proud to have a
passionate team that works
tirelessly under very
challenging circumstances to
make the project a success.
In line with our commitment
to providing opportunities for
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the surrounding communities,
Kuti employs a group of local
staff, many of whom have
been working with us since
the beginning and are now very experienced in their field.
International volunteers like you are also crucial to the smooth
running of the project. A diverse team facilitates the production of
new ideas and the transfer of skills. For anyone looking to begin a
career in conservation, education, tourism, or other fields, this is a
unique opportunity. Volunteers can share knowledge, work
alongside our experts, and gain experience in the front line of
conservation. Join us to see what you can contribute and learn.
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VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS
We are looking for hardworking volunteers passionate about service.
By volunteering, we hope that you are ready to engage with
multiple initiatives. Here are some of the projects we may need your
help with:
 WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
Kuti is currently working on a
number of methods to preserve
and document biodiversity.
Volunteering for this cause may
include helping with photo
identification projects by setting
camera traps. Our focus is to
study the animals in their natural
environment; we do not touch
the animals unless it is
necessary.
Poaching
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 SCOUT & ANTI-POACHING
This is an opportunity to gain
hands on expereince with antipoaching patrols, clearing fire
breaks, wildlife management,
and fence maintenance. You
may have the opportunity to
remove fishing gear from
protected wetlands. This is a
position is suitable for anybody
passionate about conservation.

 EDUCATION
Using education to cultivate
respect for the natural world is
one of Kuti’s main goals. Tasks
may include environmental
lectures, designing lesson
plans, and maintaining
learning materials. We need
creative volunteers to inspire
Malawi’s local children.
Health

 COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Involving local communities with
conservation projects is essential
for the wellbeing of people and
wildlife. Our main focus is to
develop sustainable livelihood
projects. Volunteers may build
mbaulas (eco-friendly stoves),
help at tree nurseries, or provide
the area with the materials
needed for sustainable energy.

 HEALTH CARE
Although this is not our main
objective at Kuti, we know health
care is important. We are
partnered with various institutions
and NGOs. Volunteers can raise
awareness about HIV/AIDS and
family planning.
Community

 TOURISM & HOSPITALITY

Tourism

Kuti uses tourism to raise awareness about
the environment. People from all over the
world are welcome to appreciate natural
beauty on the reserve. The revenue
created by our guests is used for our
projects. The main responsibility of
volunteers will be to train staff about
different aspects of hospitality. This
includes training chefs in our restaurant
and receptionists at the lodge. Volunteers
may help maintain trails, map sites, and
cultivate vegetables in our garden.
Marketing



MARKETING

Promoting Kuti helps create
support for our projects.
Marketing also encourages
tourists to visit us.
Volunteers will help keep
our online presence
updated, design
promotional
advertisements, and
create videos about our
projects. We need creative
people to put Kuti on the
map. This is perfect for
anybody with a
background in
photography, journalism,
and public representation.

ACCOMODATION

Chalet

Volunteers can enjoy the
unique and rustic experience
of living in the African bush.
Our on-site volunteer center
serves as accommodation.
Every chalet can house four
volunteers, with two beds in
two separate rooms. There is
also a common area with a
kitchen. Food will be
provided as part of the volunteer package or you can cook
together around a campfire out under the stars. The shared living
space is equipped with solar power and hot water.
For additional privacy, volunteers can upgrade to our visitor
accommodation. Our A-frame chalets are available for an extra $10
per person per night. Our luxury villas are available at $60 per night
for groups of 4 to 6 people.

FOOD

Experience the
fresh flavors of
Malawi. Meals
are sourced
from Kuti’s
organic garden.
Please note that
volunteers are
served
vegetarian
food, but meat
is available
upon request.

WORKING DAY
Be prepared for work that is as demanding
as it is rewarding. Volunteers will receive
an orientation upon arrival and will receive
full support from Kuti management during
their stay. We prefer volunteers who can
spend at least four weeks with us, although
we will accommodate shorter terms.
Generally, a volunteer’s day will last from
7:30 to 15:30. This may vary depending on
which projects are going on.

Volunteers

Volunteers

CONTACT US
We value the diverse
expereince of our
volunteers, so share
your ideas with us.

WWW.KUTI-MALAWI.ORG
WEBSITE:
+265 0997 334 683
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL: KUTIVOLUNTEER@GMAIL.COM
KUTI WILDLIFE
FACEBOOK:
INSTAGRAM: @KUTI_WILDLIFE_RESERVE
@KUTI_MALAWI
TWITTER:

